
MLA 8 Citation Sheet  

Fill in as many boxes as possible (leave blank when the info isn’t present), then type out in 

order, separated by the punctuation indicated (period or comma), and with hanging indent.  

3. Title of Container 2,  Typically the Name of the Database (italics) 

9. Location 2.  URL of database article, shortened if “ugly”. 
 

Additional Containers – sometimes, extra layers or “containers” are needed for database 

articles or media.  Add on #3-9 as needed (usually just 3 & 9).  For example: 

Original Source (1) Container 2 Container 3 
Newspaper Article Accessed in Database  

Magazine Article Included in Ref. Book Accessed in Database 

Episode TV Show Streaming service 
 

 
Works Cited format information on back of sheet. 

 

  

1. Author. 
 

Person(s) or Group.  Last, First.  Leave blank if not provided.  If more than one is listed, only the 
first person’s name is last name first.  If more than 2, use et al (“and others”). 

2. “Title of 
Source.” 

Article, webpage or chapter title (part of a whole), in “Quotation Marks”, properly capitalized.  
If citing a whole book, provide the Book Title in italics, no “quotation marks”, skip #3. 

3. Title of 
Container (1), 

(Larger Whole) Book, website or database name, in Italics, properly capitalized. 

4. Other 
Contributors, 

edited by, illustrated by, adapted by, performance by, narrated by, etc.  If they are not 
significant (for example, listed on the title page), skip. 

5. Version, Edition (expanded ed., 3rd ed., updated ed.) or version (King James Version).  If not obviously 
listed on the title page, skip. 

6. Number, Any number that helps identify the source.  Volume # (most common), Issue # (Vol.10, No. 16), 
Episode (season 4, episode 3) 

7. Publisher, The company responsible.  Simplify/abbreviate. Ex. Oxford UP (for University Press).  Leave off 
“obvious” words like Inc., Company, Publishers, Books, etc. 

8. Pub. Date, If more than one is listed, choose most recent/relevant. Format: 14 Dec. 1999 

9. Location, Print:  Page-  p.22, Pages- pp.3-15.   This is NOT a city of publication.  
Electronic: URL (leave off http://, shorten long URLs),  can also be Document # or DOI. 

. 



 


